
 

Researchers set benchmark to determine
achievement of quantum computing
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Scalable qubit array. Credit: Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

The race toward the first practical quantum computer is in full stride.
Companies, countries, collaborators, and competitors worldwide are
vying for quantum supremacy. Google says it's already there. But what
does that mean? How will the world know when it's been achieved?

Using classical computers, computational scientists at PNNL have set a
mark that a quantum system would need to surpass to establish quantum
supremacy in the realm of chemistry.
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That's because the fastest classical computers available today are getting
better and better at simulating what a quantum computer will eventually
be expected to do. To prove itself in the real world, a quantum computer
will need to be able to outdo what a fast supercomputer can do. And
that's where the PNNL-led team have set a benchmark for quantum
computers to beat.

"Classical simulation of quantum chemistry problems serves as a
goalpost for quantum computers," said Karol Kowalski, a computational
chemist at PNNL. "When a quantum computer can beat what our best
parallel computing systems can do, quantum computing developers will
know they are where they need to be. This is a benchmark to inspire
innovation."

At 113 electrons, the recent benchmark simulation is the largest quantum
system ever simulated at this precise level of accuracy using a classical
computer. Working with collaborators in Hungary and the Czech
Republic, the PNNL team set the benchmark by simulating the structure
of an important chemical structure in nitrogenase, an enzyme that
converts nitrogen in the atmosphere into usable fertilizer for plants. The
enzyme is the subject of intense study because it may hold to key to
producing enough food to feed an ever-growing global population.

Understanding how this enzyme is able to break the strong nitrogen
triple bond, while expending very little energy, could be key to new
catalyst design, eventually providing abundant fertilizer currently
produced using a chemical process requiring large energy inputs.

Shrinking the quantum chemistry problem

"Complex quantum chemistry is exactly the kind of problem where
having a quantum computer available could really make a difference,"
said Sriram Krishnamoorthy, a high-performance computing expert and
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quantum computing lead scientist at PNNL. "We are working on
creating the programs that will run on quantum computers.

"When quantum computers arrive, we will be ready for them," said
Krishnamoorthy.

Krishnamoorthy, Kowalski, and their PNNL colleagues are working
collaboratively with partners at Microsoft, through the Northwest
Quantum Nexus, to both simulate how a quantum computer will work
and write programs that will work on any quantum computer that
emerges from the intense global competition.

"Conventional computers, including today's fastest supercomputers, are
inadequate for simulating quantum systems required to describe
challenging and important molecular systems and processes," said
Kowalski. "Better computational tools are needed to understand
chemical systems and design new materials."

Until a full-scale quantum computer is available, the PNNL team
worked with Microsoft experts to develop a bridge between current
digital computers and what comes next. The workflow takes advantage
of what classical computers do well now, while using the current
capabilities of quantum computing to describe chemical transformations
relevant to industrial processes such as energy generation and energy
storage.

The key, according to the research team, was to take the output of a
classical computer and be able to convert that information into an input
that can be interpreted by a quantum computer. The researchers
published that quantum computing method in mid-2019.

Since then, the PNNL team has taken another huge step in bridging
classical and quantum computers. They developed a computer algorithm
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that takes advantage of a mathematical trick called "downfolding."
Essentially, downfolding makes difficult and time-consuming
calculations possible on current test-bed quantum computers.

"This is like shrinking a large box into a much smaller box," said
Kowalski. "In this case, the box represents a huge numerical space. We
use a more compact description in a quantum computer, and what comes
out accurately represents the energy of the much larger system. It's a
bridge between classical computing and what will be quantum computing
in the coming years."

It may seem like a mathematical magic trick, but Kowalski adds that the
method uses properties of quantum mechanics and a series of rigorous
mathematical theories that are reliable and reproducible.

Opening new doors

The downfolding method not only opens up avenues to quantum
computing, it also makes possible new, much more efficient and
accurate ways of analyzing and validating the reams of data generated
every day from the U.S. investment in U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE)-supported light sources used to study our world in subatomic
detail.

"We have shown how the quantum behavior of excited electronic states
can be analyzed with Hamiltonian downfolding," said Kowalski. "This
provides a way to use theory to validate data interpretation."

These interim steps in the path to quantum computing are essential
because they provide essential benchmarks that help show how close the
world is to achieving quantum supremacy.

"We will be able to test the output of quantum computers against these
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calculations," said Krishnamoorthy. "If quantum computers can produce
results close to these results, we will know they work."

  More information: Jiří Brabec, et al. Massively parallel quantum
chemical density matrix renormalization group method.
arXiv:2001.04890v1 [physics.chem-ph]: arxiv.org/abs/2001.04890 
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